
WRITING A LETTER TO MY TEENAGE SON

Type up on email, hand write a letter and send it in the snail mail, or send them.

I love seeing your passions and dreams come true. My son needed to be dealt with for his behavior and, quite
frankly, I knew he was not in a space to hear any sounds much less my sermon. Drive a fast car, flirt with fast
women, flirt with danger. You will see friends get into their dream colleges that are simply perfect for them.
Learning from your parents. Even the toughest of teens, the ones who so badly want to do it all themselves,
sometimes need a little sentiment and reassurance. His eyes grew big with surprise, as well as relief, when I
said nothing and simply walked away. Have you heard the saying; work for a cause, not for applause? Each
story is shared with her dry, and sometimes naughty, sense of humor. Go Big helps nourish his body, while
helping him maintain his momentum. I love how we collaborate in the kitchen. My most cherished moments
now are when you reach out for me. You are a teenager. Other mothers tell me their sons just shrug and grunt.
And no matter how far that bridge stretches, it will always be there. Be Polite. Pushing the boundaries,
pushing my buttons, yet pulling on my heart strings all at the same time. Girls at school now. At this point, as
a teenager on the brink of being a man, my only option is to trust you use what we talked about and make
good choices. I love watching you be protective of them and be there for them. I promise. She keeps it real and
shares stories of raising teenage boys, family life after a cancer diagnosis, and family travels around the world!
Show respect for your elders. As our teenage sons step out into the world, should we cut them some slack? A
little something extra, like a letter, helps to reassure us both that whatever the day brought good or bad, love is
always there. Take the bins out. Juggling a job, college coursework plus high school and helping me around
the house is hard to do but somehow you manage to do it all so well. Trust your intuition. Remember that.


